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PREFACE

Let me take you on a detour, taking off and ending at the same point, yet 

not remaining the same anymore– just like the camera looping in the space 

in a singe-shot video titled de Spiegel (05’10’’, 2018), which is central to this 

text. With each concentrical circle drawn around this focal point, I would like 

to deviate onto a different route, creeping into the cracks and navigating 

ambiguous zones, where the video, and following passages, carry us.  

A miraculous event strongly anchored in specific temporal and spacial 

circumstances: the shot depicts a group of people in a local bar in 

Charlois; a working class neighbourhood of Rotterdam. The camera encircles 

the space, slowly studying the interiors whilst a ballad is being sung. People 

are gathered in clusters at the bar, behind the counter we find our singer– the 

bartender. Different languages coexist alongside one another in one space. The 

bar; with its souvenirs, memoirs and artefacts on the walls, and importantly the 

behaviour of its inhabitants, echoes a living room. And thus, we might situate 

it somewhere between the private, and the public. The time determined by the 

ballad seems to be ‘out of joint’, and there seems to be a prevailing, uncanny grain 

to the moment. The surreal tone is hinged around the singer's deep engagement 

in her song, her rooted isolation, and her audience's convivial indifference. The 

bar itself appears to be an expression of longing and estrangement.

Within this text, I am taking you on indirect routes, which are all anchored 

within this singular shot of Café de Spiegel, however they may take forms of 

seemingly distant anecdotes. The passages can be assembled into three major 

threads. Firstly, I am tracing a wider context of this particular bar and give an 

account of encounters and observations that led to (and are essential to) making 

the work. A second sequence of passages is dedicated to notions such as exile 

and displacement, that is, to what I believe is a commonly shared condition of 

estrangement and suspicions towards an idea of a single home.  My own lived 

(and inherited) experience and biography triggered me to plunge into the past, 

in order to resurface again at the present time, in this very café.  Finally, I am 

devising parallels to speak about de Spiegel, and more generally my practise, 

which many times evolves in close dialogue with other makers who I feel 

affinities with. 

Writing in loops, I would like to avoid progression and sequential 

experience. I am reaching out to a state of stasis, where a multiplicity of layers 

co-exist at once. Often they happen to be fragmentary, and there are gaps 

between them– I would like to open up a site where memory performs, and can 

blur distinctions between past and present, between my images as a writer and 

your images as reader.
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LOOP 1

I hear a woman’s soft, deep voice sing a ballad:

Że nie dałaś mi mamo zielonookich snów. 

Nie, nie żałuję. 

Że nie znałam klejnotów ni koronkowych słów. 

Nie żałuję. 

Że nie mówiłaś mi, jak szczęście kraść spod lady, 

i nie uczyłaś mnie życiowej maskarady. 

Pieszczoty szarej tych umęczonych dni, nie żal mi, 

nie żal mi.

I see a couple of bar stools with dark red, leather cushions, shiny and tight, neatly 

upholstered in folds on the sides. On a high table behind, a bouquet of oxeye 

daisies, and a field perennial covered in clouds of tiny white flowers. To the 

left, I see a few people from behind sip beers and chat at the bar. A shallow depth 

of field does not allow me to see further into the distance, the unclear contours 

of furniture fade into dim light; a mirror with an ornate, silver frame, a beer 

plaque, a carved wooden relief. To the right, ordinary slot machines blink red and 

yellow invitingly. Their polished, sloping fronts reflect florid, coloured-glass lamps 

suspended above the bar counter across the room. I come closer to the glass 

vitrine with several mirrors weirdly mounted onto it at my eyes level. Avoiding 

my own reflection, I look out on the street and see a big neon sign emit bright 

red light saying Eethuis. Apart from young boys moving around on mopeds with 

fast delivery kapsalons, it is a rather quiet street. At times, curious passers-by 

glance inside intrigued by thick potted fig trees, floodlit blue, leaning against 

the glass wall and climbing high up. They can also see their own reflections, 

since the mirrors mounted onto the glass wall are double sided. Nearing the 

window, I stumble against the beer menu plugged in a floral decor on the dark-

wooden high table. Turning gradually I come closer to a man dressed in a black 

leather jacket; its shiny surface reflects green and blue light. From behind his 

back, I can see the bartender hold a microphone in her hands and sing. Over the 

casual bar noise and snippets of conversations, she sings a sad ballad in Polish, and 

stagily gestures with her hands:

Przeciwnie, bardzo ci dziękuję, kochanie, 

za to, że jesteś królem karo, 

że jesteś zbrodnią mą i karą. 

Że w tym kraju przeżyłam tych parę trudnych lat. 

Nie żałuję. 

Że na koniec się dowiem: ot, tak się toczy świat. 

Nie żałuję. 

We lock eyes, and I hold her in gaze until she breaks it, then continue the journey 

through the space; capturing the singer from behind the backs of other guests. 

The bar counter is L-shaped, and so is my trajectory. Steadily backtracking I reach 

the point of the departure. The song comes to an end, and then the scene slowly 

fades out. 

The bartender knows the song by heart. It’s called Nie żałuję and it was originally 

performed by Edyta Geppert with lyrics by Agnieszka Osiecka, in 1992. 
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LOOP 2

I am hooked by Svetlana Boym’s writings. She finds a way to talk about nostalgia 

not necessarily in a deprecating manner. In The Future of Nostalgia she identifies 

two tendencies: restorative and reflective. The first one is a purely retroactive 

one, which romanticises the place called home (‘nostos’), and can easily 

become a fertile ground for distorted visions leading to intolerant nationalisms. 

Reflective nostalgia, on the other hand, emphasises the ‘longing’ (‘algia’) and 

is about deferring the homecoming itself. A nostalgic of this type does not 

follow a single plot, but explores ways of inhabiting different time zones at once, 

and stands in opposition to linear concept of time. 

The author is blurring an illusory idea of ultimate belonging. What she 

means, I believe, is that defamiliarisation and estrangement are at the core 

of a commonly shared, contemporary condition; that there is no such thing 

as a ‘single home’. 

In The Future of Nostalgia Boym coins another useful term– ‘diasporic intimacy’, 

which I quickly appropriate and include in my vocabulary. By diasporic 

intimacy I understand a state of closeness that allows for opacity. Being 

constituted by uprootedness and displacement, it doesn’t call for transparency 

and authenticity; it doesn’t reach out to a state of an ultimate belonging. 

Thus allowing for slippages and accepting inadequacies of translation can be 

approached through indirection and affects. Diasporic intimacy is a space 

narrated through secrets, shattered fragments, details, and memorial signs.

In the context of reflective nostalgia and intimate (diasporic) relationships, I found 

myself thinking often and retelling the story of Hannah Arendt’s and Mary 

McCarthy’s kinship, which Boym describes in an essay Scenography of Friendship 
(Boym, 2009). They practised and theorised friendship, avoiding tapping 

into a confessional touchy-feely mode. Their friendship started with an initial 

misunderstanding and argument*, then it converted into an intimate, yet opaque 

friendship that respects each others limits. Boym gives an account on the time 

Arendt spent at McCarthy’s after her partner passed away. She stayed in a private 

studio in the house for a while, so she was taken care of, and at the same time 

given privacy and peace. McCarthy knew that Arendt used to have a boiled 

egg, anchovy paste on toast, plus coffee, and freshly pressed orange juice or 

half of a grapefruit for breakfast. She left some anchovy paste in the fridge so 

Arendt could feel at home. On the day of her arrival, McCarthy was showing her 

around. As soon as she noticed the offering, Arendt took the packaging as if it 

was a foreign object, pouted, and sighed ‘Oh!’– she was seemingly displeased. 

McCarthy failed in her efforts to make her feel good. Perhaps, this one step 

precisely crossed her limits, pointing towards the sense of homely and pleasant 

intimacy that bears potential of transforming into a transparent, ersatz intimacy, 

and idyllic recollection of home. 

McCarthy commented that she felt for Hitler as he was so absurd to desire love of his 
victims, and enraged Arendt who fled Germany and has been in internment camps. (Boym, 
2009)
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LOOP 3

In 1992, Serge Daney wrote one of his last, and most acclaimed essays– The 
Tracking Shot in Kapo, both giving an account on a very tender and personal 

relationship to cinema, and taking a strong political stand. In the text, cinema 

appears to be a comrade that kept him company, one that challenged and shook 

preconceived ideas. Daney gives a strong agency to the films; they look at us, and 

are spectators of our actions and beliefs. He says:

[…] to live with those movies that watched us grow and that have seen us, early 

hostages of our future biographies, already entangled in the snare of our history […]

Although Daney’s and my own biographies radically differ, we share a similar, 

affectionate, and demanding relationship to cinema. I steal this sentence of his 

and treat as mine:

I would discover at the same time my cinema and my history.

Daney speaks from a perspective of someone that grew up watching Nuit et 
brouillard, and early on was confronted with the trauma and sharing of collective 

guilt of the Holocaust. The Tracking Shot in Kapo is a critical take on Kapò, a film 

from 1960 by Gillo Pontecorvo. Daney introduces the concept of ‘just distance’, 

which needs to be devised in order to address atrocities and horrors of 

concentration camps. Without ever seeing the Kapò, based on other accounts, 

he describes the tracking shot showing dead bodies in a concentration camp, 

and argues it stands for a petrifying gaze, cancels the necessary distance, and 

therefore renders immoral. He juxtaposes this very cinematic technique with 

panoramic takes, which allow for actions to happen simultaneously. This way 

of filming comes closer to depicting an event being contingent and not fully 

unpredictable. The camera keeps distance and functions more like an observer 

than an impostor, yet acknowledging its presence and not pretending to be 

transparent. 

I am thinking about Daney’s essay while working on de Spiegel. I am trying to 

find the right way of shooting the scene, to find out what would be ‘the just 

distance’. The presence of the medium should be apparent,  its movements 

dissociated from the movement of the protagonists, and the gaze, instead of 

petrifying, should be showing the scene taking place as an event. 

I get a sense of simultaneity from the final edit of the video– the singing seems 

to be very casual and there is not much agitation from the side of the bar guests. 

Everyone just does their thing. One could call it a disconnection between guests 

and bartender. Or, mutual concern of offering each other space to exist. Perhaps, 

the unceremonious and everyday aura is coming from the fact that this is 

happening here every second night?

Reading Daney coincides with watching a short film by David Blandy called 

Child of the Atom. Deceptively simple takes from a journey of a father and 

his young daughter to Hiroshima are put together with anime sequences. 

In an interview Blandy says he always makes work driven by thinking about 

irresolvable problems, and, in this very work, he attempts to position himself 

towards a particular, traumatic, family history. He claims that the trauma gets 

inherited, and that we are subjects of history and need to reconcile our lives with 

those past events. I wonder whether this sense of guilt has been rummaged for 

and contrived. Why would someone feel charged with something that happened 

long before they were even born?
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LOOP 4

Alicja is the woman running the bar. She is Polish. We became friendly ever 

since I first started drinking there. It must be a good twenty five years she has 

been living in this place– her son was born here and last year already graduated 

from Aerospace Engineering at the Technische Universiteit Delft. Alicja must 

have migrated from Poland around the time I was born, shortly after the 

transformation. Apart from running the bar, she works in door-to-door sales, and 

has another small business, I don’t know what exactly. But what she takes great 

pleasure in– is singing. Whenever the bar is less crowded, she does karaoke in-

between pouring drinks. Besides, she cooks for her clientele in the small kitchen 

at the back. The night I first come to chat to her, it smells like oily, deep fried food. 

It is usually straightforward Dutch cuisine– kroketten or bitterballen served with 

fries or mashed potatoes, sometimes altered with, no less, rough Polish pork 

cutlet coated with breadcrumbs. 

In the kitchen there is a ladder leading to the attic, where the booze is kept. The 

ladder wobbles, and she is the only one that can really handle it.

When I see her sing for the first time, I get the feeling that she likes to be looked 

at. She is taking all the space, making dramatic gestures with her hands, dancing, 

whistling even. She is curvaceous and wears casual outfits, has red cheeks and 

uses discrete pastel make-up. Before I turn on the camera she puts on some 

lipstick. She just took off her Delft-blue printed apron, revealing a long-sleeved 

grey melange top with a massive glitter-embroidered butterfly on the chest. 

As I watch Alicja sing I can sense the satisfaction when she hits the right note, and 

the excitement of holding it:

Że w tym kraju przeżyłam tych parę trudnych lat.  

Nie żałuję.  

Że na koniec się dowiem: ot, tak się toczy świat.  

Nie żałuję.  

Że nie załatwią mi urlopu od pogardy,  

i że nie zwrócą mi uśmiechu jak kokardy.  

Pieszczoty szarej tych udręczonych dni,  

nie żal mi, nie żal mi.

The song performed in Café de Spiegel talks about longing, estrangement and 

having no regrets. For many, Polish language remains beyond comprehension– 

it operates as a sonic veil that brings in a layer of obscurity. Singing, however 

functions as a vernacular operating on a plane of affect, regardless of language. 

Alicja is slightly off tone and imperfect.  By means of voice, she shows care and 

affection and expresses an intimate presence. 

Singing reveals a complexity of ethnic, socio-geographic and cultural 

entanglement; it has capabilities to manifest oppression, and can serve 

as a emancipatory tool. It is a radically individual expression, and at the same time 

allows for dissolving in a collective polyphonic choir. 
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LOOP 5

In February 2018, at Rotterdam Film Festival, I watch Inferninho, a Brazilian film 

by Guto Parente and Pedro Diógenes. Inferninho is the name of a grubby nightclub, 

somewhere on the coastline in Brazil. A close-up shows a vocalist singing a sad 

ballad in Portuguese; flashy lights and glittery drapes in the background. The 

woman is wearing extravagant makeup– pink glitter on her eyelids and bright 

red lipstick, and tight golden outfit. The background music is a simple keyboard 

tune. She has a high-pitched voice and doesn’t quite make the notes. The song 

makes me think of fado, as it is melancholic and full of sentiments of longing. As 

she sings, I see a big family of dropout queer eccentrics, and the bar is where 

they all feel home. They are a collection of odd, dysfunctional characters, yet 

creating an operative, unostentatious ensemble that gives each other room to 

live their dreams to the full– constantly negotiating between caring for one’s own 

affairs, and for the collective body.  Hidden behind excessive make up, wigs and 

extravagant costumes, are tenderness and extreme authenticity.

As the film starts with a song, it provides the mood for the rest of the duration. 

It is downtempo, intense in its simplicity, darkly romantic and calm. It stays with 

us, and colours our experience of keeping the protagonists company. It fades 

out, and then in again. The song sets the aura, gives rhythm, and glues the whole 

story. At times it is not subtitled anymore. Somehow it doesn’t need to be. There is 

something captivating in the Portuguese language, as well as in the ominous voice, 

and a little anxious and shy appearance of the singer. It feels entirely genuine, 

which is exacerbated by both singing slightly out of tune, and the organ music that 

has a timeless dimension to it– it could equally be an off-kilter, synth-pop loop, 

plus a retro drum machine. 

The camera stays inside the bar for the whole duration of the film. The nightclub 

is a self-contained place that functions like a magnet. It is simultaneously secure, 

homely, and ensnaring.

In my belief, Inferninho devises an affective and vernacular language that speaks 

about loss, detachment, and confinements without tapping into regressive 

nostalgia for idealised (actually never complete) past. 

The film starts when a newcomer steps into the community. From that moment 

on, things begin to steer away the repetitive, ever-present sameness. It ends 

with a slightly broken loop coming back to (almost) the same point of departure. 

And so it keeps rolling on ‘as our brains function as secondary projectors that keep 

the images going’ (Daney, 1992).
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LOOP 6

It’s autumn of 2017, and I decide to write a letter to my grandmother to share with 

her my current research and thinking, and ask for her thoughts. I was wondering 

whether she recognises certain collective emotions such as an excessive 

attachment to the past (call it nostalgia), or a desire to perpetually rewrite 

histories; which Eastern Europeans seem to share. I have been also thinking about 

an inclination to think one is charged with the past events, bears a trauma that 

has been inherited from the past generations; eventually about sentiments of 

uprootedness and estrangement, approached, for instance, via (foreign) language. 

Here is a  fragment of the letter (translated from Polish):

Last year I started to use two languages in my practice. It happened naturally; to 

some extent because of being part of an international community. I started to reflect 

upon the languages I speak: on what layer of consciousness are they located, what 

language do I think in, dream in etc; about the impossibility of communicating one’s 

thoughts wholly in a non-native language, and the inadequacies of translation. 

What do slips in translation bring and what it means to allow for, or limit access 

to the translated content. I read somewhere that translation is an act of linguistic 

hospitality, and I liked it a lot. It made me think about the letters we have transcribed 

together.

Three years prior, my grandmother and I transcribed a collection of letters that 

belong to her. We took the originals: pencil-written on scraps of folded paper, 

and made them into a simple, typed publication. In order to describe what we 

were doing, she used the term ‘translation’, and what she meant, I believe, was 

the transition from the handwritten, wobbly and hard to decipher, to the typed, 

steady, and accessible. I thought my grandmother’s use of the term translation 

acknowledged the non-neutrality and ambiguity of what we did. Folded, poor 

quality paper, wiped out pencil, fringy edges, that is to say qualities speaking 

of the physicality and material history of letters as objects. Transcribing meant 

translating from one medium to another, and altering the content of the letters 

and their meanings by depriving them of their physical form. Why are the letters 

so minute and closely packed onto tiny pieces of paper? What stories can be 

unraveled through close reading of their physicality?

Right after the outburst of World War II, my grandmother and her closest family 

were displaced for their intelligentsia class identity* as they lived in Sambir, nearby 

Lviv on Eastern Borderlines during the interwar period.  In mid-September 1939 

the Nazis seized the town, and shortly after they were pushed back by the Red 

Army, and the town went under Soviet occupation. My grandmother’s father 

was a teacher, the head of the local school and immediately was imprisoned, and 

shortly after deported to a cut-off Gulag in the Ural mountains. The family was 

deprived of their apartment in the school building, which was converted into 

barracks. In the spring 1940 my grandmother, her sister and mother were sent on 

exile to a kolkhoz nearby Aktobe, Kazakhstan. The letters were being exchanged 

between the father on one side, and the women on the other. Few were preserved. 

My thinking is rooted in a book Prześniona Rewolucja (An Overslept Revolution, my transla-
tion) written by Andrzej Leder, a Polish cultural theorist and psychoanalyst. As he spells out,  
what has happened from 1939 onwards, was the annihilation of the landed gentry and intel-
ligentsia (often urban class working in public sector stemming from the gentry). The Soviet 
Union regime apparatus deprived them of their goods, imprisoned, liquidated and massively 
displaced. During the war people were massively deported to forced labour camps inside the 
Soviet Union; after the war has ended, dislodged into the post-German ‘Reclaimed Terri-
tories’ (as a result of moving borders). This happened on vast scale and drastically changed 
social tissue. It is crucial to stress that Polish national, collective imaginary has been con-
structed around this social class, and stems from a very specific geographical areas, namely 
from the Eastern Borderlines, Mazovia and Lesser Poland. What up until now has not been 
acknowledged and belaboured, is that the presence of the Polish nation state on the East-
ern borderlines between 1919 and 1939, namely terrains of todays Ukraine, Lithuania and 
Belarus, can be addressed in colonial terms. 
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In July 1941, the 'Sikorski-Mayski Agreement'– a treaty between the Soviet Union 

and Poland, had been signed. As a result, diplomatic relations between the two 

countries were re-established, and Polish prisoners-of-war granted amnesty. 

My grandmother’s father was released and joined the family in October 1941, 

in Kazakhstan. In 1942, he was asked by the newly established 'Government 

Delegation for Poland' to organise a school for Polish expatriates’ children in 

Aktobe. The next two years he spent between the kolkhoz and the town, with 

several attempts to organise the school, whereas the women worked mainly in 

the kolkhoz. He passed away in 1944, as he was impoverished, and in a very poor 

physical condition.

It has been three years since we have transcribed the letters. Now a time loop 

brings me back to them.  

I continue in the letter to my grandmother:

[…] Migration, dislodgment, exile, or losing ones home as a result of moving borders 

are shared experiences; if not by individuals, at least in recent family histories. 

Why are Eastern Europeans so obsessed with history? I started to ask myself this 

question a lot. I read into Czesław Miłosz, who coined the term 'historical imaginary’ 

in order to describe the state of entanglement and embeddedness in history. History 

viewed not as a detached and concluded past, but rather as a circular and ubiquitous 

process. There is a constant need to look for words that can describe the whole 

of atrocities of the recent past (or, even if not that recent, prolonged, resurfacing 

and never quite belaboured). I am looking into journals, poetry, fiction, never really 

satisfied with the findings. It’s not quite this constellation of words.

She replies concisely, quoting a poem titled Methaphysics by Wisława Szymborska, 

whom she has always admired. The poet writes laconically: ‘było więc minęło’, 

which can be translated as: ‘it’s been, so it’s gone.’ 

What my grandmother called translation is also rendering things more 

approachable; through rewriting trying to find other entry points, and to 

communicate what would otherwise have been left concealed, or with limited 

access. It is important to admit though, that retelling (in other words rephrasing) 

the same story through 'word of mouth’ (whether literally or not), alters meanings. 

It is a subjective, soft process of making things singular; by doing so letting it 

circulate on new terms.

It makes me think again of an urgency to be auto-reflexive. In order to understand 

the economy, politics and conditions in which things appear, whether it is a letter 

or a video, it seems to me crucial to consider their physical appearance and the 

grammar of the language they operate in.
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LOOP 7

The shot is taken in Charlois, a working class neighbourhood of Rotterdam. From 

the city centre I head south: via the tunnel under the river Maas. It takes only 

about fifteen minutes, however before the tunnel was built, the neighbourhood 

was pretty much cut off from the rest of the city. Charlois is pressed between 

Waalhaven harbour, and Maashaven– a berth for barges forming a quay with 

silos and warehouses. Often, there is a strong, queasy scent of exotic spices in 

the air coming from port magazines. I exit the tunnel, climb the flood-bank, cycle 

pass the Turkish supermarket Yasam, turn right, and second left in front of the 

church, on Kerksingel. Continue Gouwstraat to the point where the street meets 

Wolphaertstraat making a V-shape. It is precisely where the little playground 

is; the one with fantastic swings, black rubber elastic bridges, a wooden reptile 

winding in the grass, and a majestic bear carved from one entire tree-trunk that 

grew on this spot. At this point the streets conflate into one– Katendrechtse 

Lagedijk. Continue straight ahead, go pass the former architects office on the 

corner, the one that now looks like one big mess, as if all the trash was thrown in 

there deliberately, yet in a chaos one could not choreograph. Cycle pass Margot 

kapsalon and Rib– an art gallery, and on the right hand side I see a round Heineken 

sign suspended above the door. It is a three storey, generic brick building, looking 

not much different from any other surrounding house. There I ring the bell. In an 

instant the first door opens, I push the swinging door and find myself in Café de 

Spiegel.
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LOOP 8

Lean out: a juxtaposition of shots placed in sequence, moving from close-ups to 

longer drawn out shots. An extreme close-up, followed by an usual close up: 

She opens her arms wide with her palms facing away from her body. Laser-like 

lights slice through the darkness, spotlighting her face, and shiny slicked-back hair. 

She is wearing futuristic, narrow sunglasses, and glossy lipstick of such a deep 

red, that it looks almost black. A beat begins to play, setting the tempo as camera 

moves down, showing her naked shoulders, forearms and palms clenching in 

slow motion, finger by finger. She is dressed in a loose tank top tucked into high 

waisted shorts. As she releases her palms, she sways rhythmically back and forth, 

relaxing her arms as she begins to let go. Swinging her limbs, she moves from 

loose movement to decided action with ease, as she reaches towards for the 

microphone. Her hands tightly grip onto its handle, her lips almost touch the silver 

openwork surface of the microphone.

Shadows in the dark city

Linger through the night

Danger lurks by your doorway

Don't turn out the light

Sleep easy, don't worry

Calm your timid soul
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A little too narrow for an establishing shot, a wide shot:

She is on the stage, together with the guitarist and the drummer, they sit in the 

bottom left hand corner of the frame. A beam of blueish light illuminates them 

from above. To their sides, lights on tripods shed a less dominating light. The space 

is jam-packed, a crammed room, airtight. It’s as if the stage was located in a basin, 

and the audience were pressing hard against it. 

Footsteps under your window

It's just the night patrol

The crowd is moving way too fast for the song, with a feverish and vicarious 

excitement. The spectators pace is out of tempo with the singer’s body language 

too, but undeterred, she keeps her steady rhythm. She sways from side to side, 

slowly, in her own good time, as the audience frenetically dances and jumps 

around in thrill, pogoing almost. The off sync nature has created a strange sense of 

dissociation. Are the audience and the singer in the same space at the same time? 

It feels as if the sunglasses she wears are separating her from the rest of the stage 

and audience, allowing for a simultaneity within one space. 

Someone is dying

Yours mother's crying

Don't go out alone

Evil is prowling

The wind is howling

Through your happy home
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The crowd works themselves into a state of frenzy. People jump, dance madly, 

and clap their hands; many hold provisional, handmade slogans saying Maanam 

written on beddings, or whatever other sheets of white cotton. She carries on in 

her own pace:

Sleep, sleep, pretty baby, sleep

Dream your dream of angels

Rock-a-bye, baby, goodnight

A noise can be heard, it resembles breaking glass into pieces, scratching, snapping, 

clapping. The music loses its rhythm, starts crumbling, and disintegrates. 

Shadows in the bleak city

Night patrol's alert

Making sure that you're OK

That you don't get hurt

Anxious to protect you

Everything's alright

Shadows in the sad city

Bleed through the night

She makes a series of slowed down dancing/marching movements as though there 

were zero gravity, her body almost suspended just above the ground. Maintaining 

an indolent pace she slides gently, to a standstill. The music starts fading out; this 

doesn’t prevent the weightless body from carrying on.  
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Night Patrol is a concert video by a Polish rock band Maanam. For a long time I’ve 

been fascinated by it. As I watch it over and over again, I start realising that there 

are parallels with my thinking, and with what de Spiegel does.

As I watch the poor quality YouTube clip (it has probably been processed 

multiple times; high contrasts and very limited shades of grey favouring bleached 

whites and underexposed blacks suggest it was shot with one of the first VHS 

cameras. I cannot quite say whether it is simply a concert video, or it is edited in 

some way. The vast majority of footage has been probably taken on a concert. At 

times, however, juxtaposition of images, abrupt editing, extreme close-ups that 

resemble non-representational images, finally the setting: a dark, non-defined 

space surrounding the scene that doesn’t give many clues about spacial relations, 

bring a level of artificiality and theatricality to the video. This makes me wonder 

whether it is or isn’t staged. 

I suppose it was filmed somewhere in West Germany or the Netherlands between 

1983 and 1984. In 1983 Maanam signed a contract with the first (and at the time 

the only) private phonograph company in Poland called Rogot. They recorded 

'Nocny Patrol', and shortly after its English equivalent Night Patrol, produced by 

ARTIC Rec. / TELDEC Rec. The album was released in Poland, and side by side in 

West Germany and the Netherlands. It gives a glimpse of the grim atmosphere of 

the time that came right after the carnival of 'Solidarność'*, which was drastically 

put to end by imposing the martial law (December 1981- July 1983) by the 

communist government. 

At the time Maanam was widely recognised. A decade before, at the turn of the 

NSZZ Solidarność (Independent Self-governing Labour Union) – a Polish labour union found-
ed in 1980 at the Lenin Shipyard in Gdańsk; it was the first trade union in the Warsaw Pact 
that was not controlled by a communist party, and with its membership reaching 10 million 
members, the biggest social movement, making path for the democratic changes in the soviet 
bloc. 

60s and 70s, Kora, the vocalist, used to be called 'the queen of Polish hippies'; 

she became an icon on a highly masculinised Polish rock scene. In 1976 together 

with her husband Marek Jackowski, and other musicians, coming and going, 

started a band, initially called Maanam Elektryczny Prysznic (Maanam Electric 

Shower), then shortened to simply Maanam. At the beginning of the 80s they 

became extremely popular, to the extent that they gave two concerts per day and 

became a cultural phenomenon, including people massively taking over elements 

of their image. Their songs were the soundtrack of the 80s in Poland. 

After touring in Western Europe, the company decided to promote the band in 

the USSR as well. Maanam was about to give a concert during a Soviet-Polish 

Communist Youth League congress, in the Palace of Culture in Warsaw. At the 

very last moment Kora cancelled the show expressing her opposition to the Polish 

communist government steered by the USSR, and by doing so generated a huge 

scandal. As a result, Maanam were banned from playing on the radio. It was at the 

time of their biggest success and recognition, and they were on top of radio charts. 

My dad (who was a big fan too) told me that; because of the ban, instead of an 

entire song, there used to be only the drums section playing for the entire length 

of a track. 

I have always enjoyed the short time towards the end of the song, when the 

sounds overlap, the rhythm collapses, making one slightly psychedelic whole. 

Later I find a mention of this moment in Marek Jackowski’s memoirs:

[...] Neil Black [the producer] was very helpful. He could keep a British atmosphere, 

we recorded drums with a lot of reverberation in the room. In Night Patrol we were 

smashing tens of bottles… (Jackowski, my translation)
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LOOP 9

One night of February 2018 Café de Spiegel is almost empty. It is one of the most 

frosty days in the entire year and people prefer to stay inside. When I come in, 

there is only one more customer. Alicja is polishing the beer glasses and hanging 

them on hooks above the bar counter. Somehow we start chatting about our 

families and she starts telling me the story of hers. They are coming somewhere 

from mid Poland, and were forced to leave their home town around 1944 when 

the Nazis were digging trenches, and therefore dismantling whole villages in this 

area. Her family fled to Pomerania and settled in a former German village. They 

could choose a house. She says the houses were left in an enormous rush, with 

tables laid and soup poured in the bowls. It makes me think of my grandmother 

coming back from the exile in Siberia after the end of the War.

After the war has ended, there were mass resettlements from Eastern Borderlines 

into post-German so-called 'Reclaimed Territories’– resulting from moving 

borders as a consequence of a new post-war Yalta world’s order. The reverse of 

that is expelling Germans from the terrains where they have lived for centuries 

which has never been properly recognised and conceded.

I decide to talk to her about the very ‘coming back’, or rather coming somewhere 

it was decided their homeland would be from this moment on. I ask about the 

journey itself, and the place they settled in. My grandmother says:

[…] In order to come back from the exile one had to be called upon by someone from 

the family. We were informed that there was a call, so we had to get ready. We milled 

wheat into flour, baked bread for the journey. Then they took us to town, we had to 

do some trading so we could afford the travel back. My sister found dead rams on 

the fields, collected and cleaned the wool, milled it, and was knitting jumpers. They 

were open-pattern, so it was going faster. She made some money selling them in the 

town. We were also hiring ourselves out to Ukrainians as domestic help, helping out 

in the gardens etc. Another thing was swindling. The clerks were accepting bribes, 

and adding up additional people with no permits to existing lists. We had a couple 

and a child put on our permit by a Polish administrative officer, after the chief officer 

already accepted me, my sister and my mother. They travelled with us and as soon 

as we crossed a pre-war Polish border they vanished... We took a normal train to 

Kiev, not cattle trucks anymore; were taken to a delousing centre, then went to 

Lviv and changed for Sambir. By that time, we already knew we were heading west; 

we spent summer helping out with moving aunties houses and collected our stuff 

that people stored during the war, for instance the piano.  My mother’s obsession 

was to have a piano and one day she bought it from her own savings. She said she 

wouldn’t part with the piano so it travelled with us on train all the way from Galicia 

to Silesia. We went on train and came down in Sośnica; there were rumours there 

was shortage of teachers in town. The aunts and mother were all teachers, so we 

stayed there. We forced our mother to come back to work, she said she was old 

and sick and didn’t want to; me and my sister completed high school summarily. 

Mother was teaching Germans at the beginning since they haven’t moved out yet. 

We were subletting from Germans as well. At the end mother was teaching until she 

retired. I left for studies in Cracow afterwards.
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LOOP 10

Café de Spiegel is a neighbourhood bar. The term Stamkroeg in Dutch stands for 

one’s local bar; it is both a physical location, and a communal hangout space that 

implies a strong sense of belonging. A prevailing stereotype is that lonely people 

that spend their leisure time there, and the working class, naturally. The bar is 

frequented by regulars, for many years, and so they bond and become friends. 

From time to time I hang out in de Spiegel as well. I sometimes chat with a shy man 

in his thirties who teaches mathematics in local high school. He comes here every 

now and then, usually quietly sips one beer and heads off. 

A bald man in the shiny leather jacket. He is a serious drinker and every time 

leaves a fair sum of money at the bar. He is retired, but funds his drinking through 

shady businesses on the side. Recently he got a three-year sentence, plus a year 

in suspension, for crimes he committed in the past. I happen to be sitting almost in 

front of him and a woman he talks to. They have an agitated discussion. I overhear 

chunks: ‘Ik zal niet liegen voor je vertaal.’ A woman raises her voice saying she will 

not lie under oath. Silvia works here as a second bartender, has been good friends 

with the man and knows about his past. Now she is the witness in his process and 

decided not to lie, not to defend him in court. He is infuriated and accuses her of 

abandoning him after all the years of friendship. Besides, Alicja knows she is losing 

her best customer. 

There is also a man wearing his jumper inside-out, a man with an old-fashioned 

moustache, and a chunky woman with long greyish hair. All three are Polish, 

middle aged, and came to the Netherlands in early 2000, I suppose. 

Today is December 5th, the day when people give each other presents for 

Sinterklaas. Few years ago Alicja started a tradition of yearly meetings, and so 

everyone got something tonight, and now they celebrate. She rings the noisy bell 

above the bar, and the man in the inside-out jumper buys a round. Everyone is 

tipsy and in good spirits. I order jenever and start chatting to the Polish couple. 

They tell me stories of their lives:

After moving here more than ten years ago, they were always getting jobs from 

fellow Poles– they were never really pushed to learn any English or Dutch. Alicja 

used to help them to get around, in the city hall or at the doctor. At the moment 

they do not have job and live on the Dutch social welfare. For long time they have 

worked in one of the biggest greenhouses in the Netherlands, in Noordvliet, in the 

suburbs of Rotterdam. It is so big that one has to cycle to get around. If you have 

bad luck, the way from your working place to the canteen can take up to fifteen 

minutes, which back and forth sums up to half an hour, and takes half of the lunch 

break. If you’re lucky you can get a lift from the foreman on a little tractor. The 

greenhouse is owned by a very particular Dutch man. He even made his teenage 

children work in the greenhouse over the summer in order to teach them, what 

the business they will inherit one day is like from the inside. The owner also 

learned some Polish since the majority of workers were coming from Poland, so he 

could grasp when the workers cursed. He wasn’t standing for that. Even though he 

understood Polish, he demanded they all speak Dutch when one wanted to speak 

to him in person. The couple liked him though. They said he was a respectable 

man, kept order and had morals.
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LOOP 11

It is not troubling to me that my ideas often happen not to be mine, or not 

exclusively mine. At times, it is post factum that I discover a source that has 

been latent for quite some time before resurfacing, providing me with proofs 

that what I believed was mine was just sitting in my memory and waiting to 

be triggered. I believe it’s one of the possible forms of claiming and producing 

knowledge. 

Often my thinking and making is influenced by, and evolves in close dialogue with 

other makers I feel affinities with. I rely on coincidences and intimate encounters, 

which together with artworks, literature and films carry on, stay with me and 

resurface at times. Images especially have a kind of continuedness to them that 

last beyond their timeline as events. As I write these words I hear Serge Daney 

echoing in the back of my mind. It is at the core of cinematic experience according 

to Daney to take the images outside of the film/cinema (‘a stolen present’) and 

carry them with us ‘as if the brain worked as the secondary projector that keeps 

the images going’ (Daney, 1992)

How can I forget my first encounter with Ursula Mayer’s work? I first saw her 

Lunch in Fur and Gonda on a group exhibition titled The castle in the air. Seans 
wyobraźni in CK Zamek, Poznań. It was in 2012, at the time when I studied 

painting on my BA at the University of Fine Arts in Poznań. I was captivated by 

the videos. They seduced me and took me somewhere I haven’t been before. 

This aura has imprinted on my recollection of this event. I was hooked by the 

rhythm, compositions, surfaces, subtle veil of artificiality spawned by re-staging, 

multiplicity of voices, shifting between times and places, between historical and 

fictitious characters, and finally an all encompassing investment with the medium 

and language of moving image, whether it being analogue or digital. They stayed 

with me. 

I had a chance to revisit Ursula’s films, meet and interview her in February 

2018. I was curious what was her relationship to circulation and processing of 

images, especially given multiplicity of voices and sources in her work. She said:

I am interested in the idea of how our collective consciousness is carrying images 

from history of cinema and art. Images also have power and a life of their own, they 

become agents. If we carry those images in our memory we are not just investigating 

‘what do they mean’, but ‘what do they do and want? What is the secret of their 

vitality? 

What Ursula said made me think of spectatorship. How to rethink spectatorship 

in material terms as an affective encounter between the body of the film and the 

body of the viewer? Looking at images and spectators as active forces with bodily 

presence hints at blurring solid dialectical divisions between the subject looking, 

and the object being looked at; the screen and the spectator. 

The spectator as an open vessel to the image– you are not just surrounded by the 

image, but actually come towards it. In this speculation the spectator and the image 

have the same power. It means that the subject cannot wholly analyse the image, 

but rather that the images themselves are invested with a life force of their own: the 

image is coming towards you, and you can enter it and become as crystalline as the 

image itself.

Besides, I find it potent when gaze ‘coincides' with the camera eye– as if the 

image was not merely composed, and the gaze never outside of the image. It 

gives a feeling of being inside of the head of the maker, and allows the spectator 

to go beyond the position of solely watching. The gaps and incongruities become 
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tangible, making room for viewers to work with images and filling the empty 

spaces with their own imagination and stories. 

This proposition requires a self-reflexive and soft language constantly questioning 

its vocabulary, fluid and fragmented, allowing for leaks and moments of 

obscurities.

Ursula continues:

... narrations are extending, spilling off screen and opening a space in 

between a multiplicity with an endless range of images in a kaleidoscopic space. The 

aim is to juggle narratives so the syntax of the exhibition will open up a space for new 

perspectives.

*

After few years of fantasising more then anything else, I eventually had a chance 

to see some of Ursula’s works. I realised I remembered them very differently, 

either I was a different person when I watched it for the first time, or over 

time I have built a fake recollection of it, or probably both. I have experienced 

another informative moment of disillusion. Perhaps, it is precisely when one 

respects and adores somebody’s practise to such extent that it starts to demand 

the impossible. Yet, there was something off that was troubling in her work– 

something unabashed, illustrative, explanatory and not quite genuine. It made me 

reflect on my need of looking for people I share affinities with, relying on them, 

and then going through major disappointments. I have been through that several 

times. 

LOOP 12

When working on this text, my tutor Liesbeth Bik tells me a story of a secluded 

community that had developed a disorder linked to their eyesight. She had 

seen a documentary on BBC years ago and doesn’t remember where and when it 

happened. All she knows is that it was a small community with not much genetic 

diversity. It became common that people would start losing their vision. It was 

occurring in a very particular manner– their vision was becoming more and more 

restricted, eventually becoming tunnel-like. In the end a substantial number of 

people in the community lost their vision completely. Since they couldn’t hear 

either, they instigated a language of touch. They were touching and tickling the 

inside of their wrists, which is a very sensitive part of human body, and so the 

communication became wholly based on the touch.

From my diary, oddly, next to the story is a quote from Georges Didi-

Huberman. I have no idea where does it come from. It is in Polish and I translate it 

myself:

In order to open one’s eyes one must shut them. An eye constantly open– such as 

Argus’– dries out. A dry eye sees at all times. Sees bad though. Paradoxically, all our 

tears are needed in order to see better.

In Greek mythology Argus Panoptes was a giant and the goddess’ Hera’s servant. 

He was supposed to guard Zeus from Io– a nymph he had an affair with. ‘Panoptes’ 

means ‘all-seeing’ and this led to commonly envisioning him as a creature with 

multiple, often hundreds of eyes. Essentially his body was depicted wholly 

covered in eyes. Eventually Zeus had Argus killed by Hermes, who managed to 

deceive him. Other stories say that Argus, in order to watch Io, had his eyes open 
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at all times, and they finally dried out, and so the nymph was liberated.

There is a painting by Peter Paul Rubens that depicts the scene right after the 

murder of Argus. A sturdy and muscular body of the giant twists in convulsions in 

the foreground. He has been decapitated and Juno, the ancient Roman equivalent 

of Hera, wearing a lavish baroque red dress, and is holding Argus’ cut off head. 

With the help of another woman, she is removing the numerous eyes from it and 

placing them onto a peacock’s tail. 

Argus serves as a beautiful metaphor for a fragmented and visceral gaze that is 

not detached from the body. The eyes are inserted into the giant’s skin, so the skin, 

the organ of touch becomes the organ of vision too. Argus’ perception is conflated 

and becomes one. It stays in opposition to the idea of the gaze being detached 

from the body. This is exacerbated by an allegorical image of a peacock, who, 

is given Argus’ eyes after his demise, and a speculation: what would it be if the 

peacock’s tail was the organ of vision?
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ENDNOTE 

I imagine a possible installation of de Spiegel. 

I imagine a spacious room with no windows. On its back wall there is the 

video playing, starting every ten minutes. Two perpendicular walls are filled 

with a mosaic made out of broken glass. There are fine particles and relatively 

big pieces brutally sticking out of the wall. They were inserted into thick soggy 

malleable mixture of broken stone, sand and water, stayed in there as the mass 

cooled down, and finally became solid and as hard as stone. 

Houses’ facades in Central Eastern Europe used to be decorated in that manner. 

By means of low budget and do-it-yourself methods available to everyone, people 

were doing their best to make things look nicer. There are endless examples of 

those strategies.

Splinters of glass are all coming from broken bottles, they have different tones of 

translucent green and brown. Some are almost transparent with a fine hue of sky-

blue, azure, cerulean, cobalt, olive green, pea green, emerald, or so-called bottle-

green. 

The image; a beam of light coming from the projector is reflecting in splinters 

of glass, and by doing so keeps travelling and shifting; never stands still. An 

image, registered and united by the eye of the camera, is then fragmented by the 

splinters of glass, as if filtered through a prism that breaks an integrated beam of 

light again into pieces.

The glass mosaic extends the grammar of the video off the screen. The space of 

the bar depicted on a contained cinematic screen finds its continuation in the 

actual space. 

[…] we recorded drums with a lot of reverberation in the room. In Night Patrol we 

were smashing tens of bottles…

The sentence echoes again.
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